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Abstract— In this paper, we are discussing about those
techniques which are basically works for images
cryptography. As a result of currently day's communication
through the web becomes one amongst the first wants of
human. Once the communication is completed with the
assistance of pictures (multimedia contents) then those ancient
algorithms won't work owing to dynamic behaviour of the
photographs. In follow multimedia system knowledge is
common in numerous forms like audio, video, graphic and
pictures; therefore info security becomes main concern in
knowledge storage and transmission. Cryptography is a
technique to make sure sensible security from unauthorized
access in several fields like military communication and
medical sciences. we've got studied varied cryptography
techniques on existing work; all has its own deserves and
demerits for pictures then tries to counsel the longer term
scope in cryptography method with some modification keys.
Keywords— Cryptography, Encryption, Key, algorithm,
secutiry.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays information security is turning into
additional necessary in knowledge storage and
transmission. Pictures are wide employed in many
processes, that the protection of image from
unauthorized access is incredibly important. Coding
may be a method for changing plain text to cipher
text. An ingenious message (image) is thought as
plaintext and Coded message (image) is termed
cipher text.
The evolution of coding is moving towards a way
forward for endless prospects. Everyday new
strategies of coding techniques are discovered. There
exists many traditional encryption techniques like
DES, AES or IDEA etc for providing high security to
the data that may be textual or image form. It is
troublesome to use them directly in multimedia
system knowledge as a result of some shortcomings

on the key house, coding speed and alternative
aspects. Such a big amount of alternative techniques
have additionally been developed for image coding.
On the other hand, some scrambling (replacement of
pixels with each other) and transformation (image is
first divided into blocks the shuffle blocks)
techniques are used mainly for image encryption
which are very simple and are easy to implement.
However attributable to the simplicity of those
techniques, the decipherment method is additionally
terribly straightforward thus a 3rd person will simply
crack the algorithmic program. Therefore to supply
high degree of security these techniques are
combined with alternative robust techniques [1], [2],
[7]. ]. Chaotic strategies are terribly sensitive to
chickenfeed in key thus even with the information of
the key approximate values; there's no risk for the
wrongdoer to interrupt the cipher [5], [4]. This paper
organized as follows in section I we tend to gift
general guide lines regarding cryptography. Some
complex encryption techniques also are present like
image encryption approaches using chaos, stream
cipher and hash based mostly techniques [11]. Some
researchers have additionally done enhancements in
DES and AES [4], [6], [10]. There's a serious trend is
to reduce the procedure demand for the secure
multimedia system communication. Thus some
selective coding techniques are used wherever solely
components of the image knowledge are encrypted
rather than the full image [1] .in section II we tend to
survey on already existing analysis papers, finally we
tend to conclude in section III.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

1. A Flexible Jpeg2000 Image Encryption Based On
Arithmetic Coding, 2007
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Yang Ou, Won-Young Lee and Kyung Hyune Rhee
planned a new technique versatile JPEG2000 image
cryptography based mostly on arithmetic secret
writing that combines each compression and
cryptography. Notably, they willy-nilly add a
subinterval to the chance interval in every secret
writing step throughout the unvaried method of
arithmetic computer programmer. The vary of this
subinterval will be flexibly adjusted betting on the
properties of various applied environments.
Moreover, this approach supports backward
compatibility thus that associate degree cryptography
unaware format-compliant player will play the
encrypted code stream while not any crash. Notably,
their formula achieves a awfully easy switch between
the quality compression model and our joint model.
2.
Chaotic Progressive Access Control for
JPEG2000 Images Repositories.2008
Mohamed Hamdi and Noureddine Boudriga
proposed a new technique named Chaotic
Progressive Access Control for JPEG2000 Images
Repositories .in this paper, they need conferred a
chaotic progressive access management mechanism
for JPEG 2000 encoded pictures. Our approach
enriches the JPSEC normal by totally desegregation
the coding functionalities into the compression
method. They use multi-dimensional chaotic maps to
perform non-linear choice of the rippling coefficients
at each stage of the rippling decomposition. They
conjointly develop AN acceptable key scheming to
support resolution-based access management. A
security analysis has been dole out so as to assess the
protection performances of the projected technique.
Within the future, we tend to commit to extend
chaotic coding functions to video transmission
applications that square measure of utmost
importance in trendy networks.
3. Matrix based Cryptographic Procedure for
Efficient Image Encryption 2011
Paul A.J, P. Mythili and K. Paulose Jacobhave given
a replacement cryptographically rule, MASK,
victimization matrix primarily based substitution and
key programming. The matrix-based mapping
facilitates poly-alphabetic substitution. Multiple
spherical operations counting on secret key and
knowledge values offer adequate diffusion of data
values. the safety of the rule is comparable that of
AES as indicated by encrypted pictures, their
histograms and correlation parameter. The

performance check results indicate the quality of
MASK for quick image encoding. It's been shown
that MASK encoding is eight folds quicker than
AES. further check and analysis of the rule may be
conducted to search out the quality of the rule for
audio and video encoding.
4. Tagged Visual Cryptography 2011
Ran-Zan Wang And Shuo-Fang Hsu purposed Visual
cryptography (VC) an image-based secret sharing
methodology within which the secret writing method
is completed by inspecting the superimposed shares
victimization optic with none pc computation. The
shares generated victimization standard VC schemes
are noise-like to assure the protected secret illegible,
whereas those created by extended VC schemes are
meaty to more conceal the track of the key. A typical
characteristic of each ancient VC and extended VC
schemes within the literature is that one share carries
no helpful info ton users. During this study, a
technique to endow VC schemes with the flexibility
of displaying tag patterns by folding up one share is
projected. The tagging property enriches new
functions to the target shares. As an example, it will
show pretend message to determine a cheating
mechanism to unauthorized inspectors, or the tag
pattern will exhibit distinctive image related to every
sharing instance, and supply a easy atmosphere for
users to differentiate among and manage to the many
shares. The projected methodology is easy and may
simply be applied to any reportable VC schemes,
constructions ways for the projected TVC supported
the traditional matrix-based VC and probabilistic-VC
are incontestable during this letter.
III. CONCLUSIONS

Image encryption is attractive area for research in
these days because communication with the help of
multimedia objects increasing rapidly. In this paper,
we have surveyed four techniques developed by
different scientist. We have studied chaotic based
technique which is very secure because it’s high
sensitivity. Some transformation techniques are used
which are also an effective way for encryption.
Emended low area 32-bit AES for image
encryption/decryption is the smallest design from all
encryption techniques. Compression and encryption
both are combined and formed a new technique
which is effective but needs additional operating
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requirements. So every technique has its own merits
and demerits we can use any technique according to
our convenience.

[15] Mohamed Hamdi and Noureddine Boudriga Chaotic
Progressive Access Control for JPEG2000 Images
Repositories.2008.
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